A METHOD FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
REFLECTION LAWS FOR A PARABOLICEQUATION^)
BY

C. DENSON HILL

In this paper we consider the parabolic equation
(1.1)

uz = auí(+2buf„ + cum + duí + euv+fu

with b2—ac<0 whose coefficients are holomorphic functions of £, r¡ and t. We
present a general method for the construction of explicit reflection formulae
(analogous to the classical Schwarz reflection principle for harmonic functions) for
solutions of (1.1) which vanish along a noncharacteristic analytic surface.
These formulae (cf. (8.3) and (8.7)) have a domain of dependence consisting, in
general, of a one-dimensional curve extending from the reflecting surface to a
specific image point. In special cases, however, the domain of dependence may
degenerate to just the image point.
An interesting aspect of our technique is the use of fundamental solutions
which have singularities not only along the real characteristic t=const. = / associated with (1.1) but also on certain complex characteristics as well.
The simplest case of (1.1) is the heat equation

(1.2)

m, = u(i + um.

In that case the fundamental solution we use is (cf. (9.15)) the function

(1.3) iS(x,y, t; ¿ ,, r) = ^
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Here r=[(x-£)2 + (y—n)2]112and y}= 1 +1/2+ • • • +1// Observe that, aside from
a normalizing factor, the fundamental solution usually associated with the heat
equation appears in (1.3) as the coefficient of the logarithmic term. Similarly, the
coefficient of (r—t)'1 in the Laurent expansion of iS is log (1/r) which is the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation uii + u„„=0. Finally, the coefficient of
(t —i)-1 log (1/r) is the constant 1 and that is the Riemann function for the wave
equation uvv—uuu=0 obtained from Laplace's equation by means of the complex
substitution p.=\m {£}, v=Re {rj}.
The reflection problem has been rather thoroughly investigated for equations in
two independent variables. In particular, for linear or nonlinear elliptic equations
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of the second order in two variables, Lewy [10] has developed an elaborate theory
of reflection across analytic arcs on which analytic boundary conditions are imposed. A principal result of Lewy's theory is that the general linear boundary
condition and the boundary condition u = 0 do not differ with respect to the domain
into which they permit extension.
The situation is quite different in higher dimensions. A case in point is the extension of harmonic functions
(1 -4)

uXiXl + uX2X2 + uX3X3 =

0

in three variables across a plane boundary on which the linear boundary condition
(1.5)

uX3 = Aixlt x2)u

at *3 = 0

is imposed. Filippenko [2] established that when A{xx, x2) is a polynomial in xx
and x2, the solutions of (1.4), (1.5) have a global continuation property with
respect to mirror image domains analogous to the familiar one derived from the
classical Schwarz reflection principle for harmonic functions. Recently Lewy [11]
gave an example which shows that the same global continuation property does not
hold for general analytic Aixu x2).
The earlier analysis of Garabedian [3] suggests that Filippenko's result is very
special and that Lewy's example is typical. Specifically, Garabedian's work
indicates that for a general situation analogous to (1.4), (1.5) the domain of
dependence associated with a point on one side of the plane x3 = 0 is a whole threedimensional ball on the other side. Hence, in general, extension into the full mirror
image of a domain abutting the plane x3=0 should not be expected.
In special cases such as Filippenko's however, some kind of degeneracy may be
present which causes the domain of dependence to collapse onto a lower dimensional subset, allowing continuation into a larger region than that afforded in
general. Such a phenomenon might be regarded as a type of Huygens' principle for
reflection analogous to a Huygens' principle for the Cauchy problem wherein the
domain of dependence may degenerate to a lower dimensional subset and thus
allow the solution to be extended into a larger region than usual.
In fact virtually all the classic reflection laws [1], [8], [12], [13] were found for
situations involving a great deal of symmetry where just such a Huygens' principle

is present. In the case of higher order equations with constant coefficients and a
plane reflecting boundary, John [9] has found certain necessary conditions on the
form of the operator in order that the reflection law be of simple form.
The results of this paper show that in the case of the parabolic equation (1.1),
even though it involves three independent variables, the reflection law has a domain
of dependence of the same dimension (one) as in Lewy's theory [10] for an elliptic
equation in two variables rather than of higher dimension as in Garabedian [3].
Hence it is reasonable to expect that for (1.1) the general linear boundary condition
and the boundary condition «=0 are also "coextensive".
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2. General remarks on reflection. Let there be given a solution « of a linear
partial differential equation which satisfies a linear boundary condition along some
noncharacteristic hypersurface contained inside its domain of definition. The
generalization of the Schwarz reflection principle, should (if it exists) express the
value uiP) of the solution at a point P on one side of the reflecting surface as a
linear functional of u and its derivatives involving data strictly on the opposite side
of the surface. It is immediately apparent that there is no unique such reflection
functional. The problem is to find a reflection functional that is, in some undefined
sense, as simple as possible.
A quite general approach to this problem was sketched by Garabedian [3] for
the case of an elliptic equation of the second order in « variables with holomorphic
coefficients. Garabedian's method is a most natural extension of Hadamard's
classic analysis [6]. Two basic ingredients go into it: The first is a fundamental
solution designed to solve the Cauchy problem. The second is a reflectedfundamental
solution tailor-made to fit the particular reflection problem at hand. The reflected
fundamental solution plays a role in reflection problems analogous to that played
by Hadamard's fundamental solution in the Cauchy problem.
The general strategy can be outlined as follows: First a bilinear functional is
built out of Stokes' theorem that is independent of path in the sense that its support
can be deformed without changing its value. The fundamental solution is then
inserted into the bilinear functional, making it into a path-independent linear
functional representing uiP) in terms of its Cauchy data in the complex domain.
Next the support of that linear functional is deformed until it rests on the analytic
extension of the reflecting surface. The result is an explicit representation of the
solution to Cauchy's problem as a linear functional of its data there. Now the
prescribed boundary condition imposes a linear relation among the various derivatives featuring in the Cauchy data on the reflecting surface. The idea is then, by
taking that relation into account, to construct a reflected fundamental solution that
can also be used in the bilinear functional to represent ui?) as a path-independent
linear functional, but such that the support of the new linear functional can be
deformed away from the reflecting surface back toward the real domain on the side
opposite to P. Ultimately, perhaps with the aid of further Cauchy problems, w(P)
is expressed in the desired form as a linear functional involving data in the real
domain on the other side of the surface.
According to the point of view outlined above, the geometrical structure of a
reflection law (or of the set of obtainable reflection laws) depends on the relationship in the complex domain between the complex characteristics of the equation
under consideration and the analytic extension of the reflecting surface. That
relationship is trivial for an elliptic or parabolic equation in one space variable [7].
In the case of two space variables conformai mapping is available and the general
case for an equation of the second order can be reduced to the situation in which
the reflecting surface is a plane and the principal part of the operator is the
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Laplacian. For more than two space variables such a reduction does not exist
in general. If the principal part of the operator has constant coefficients and the
reflecting surface is planar to begin with, such a reduction can be effected by a
linear transformation. In particular, the addition of lower order terms to the
Laplacian and subsequent reflection in a plane does not pose any serious difficulty.
A basically more difficult problem in the case of more than two space variables
occurs when either the reflecting surface is not a plane or the principal part of the
operator contains variable coefficients.

3. Reduction to standard form.
equation
(3.1)

Without loss of generality we may consider the

i?[w] s uxx+Uyy+aux+buy

+ cu-dut

= 0 = L[u]-dut

having holomorphic coefficients a, b, c, d and the boundary condition

(3.2)

u(x, 0, t) = 0.

For equation (1.1) can be put into the form (3.1) by means of a nonsingular
analytic change of variables and division through by a nonvanishing factor. For
each t one simply maps the two-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric
defined by the principal part of the original operator onto a plane, taking care to
choose the resulting one-parameter family of conformai mappings to bë analytic in
t = t. The principal part of the new operator thus obtained consists of the Laplacian
multiplied by a nonvanishing factor that can be divided out.
In the procedure described above, any noncharacteristic analytic surface
</>(£,
r¡, t)=0 along which u vanishes gets mapped into some other noncharacteristic
analytic surface <b(x,y, t)=0. Then by means of a second one-parameter family of
conformai mappings the surface <E>
= 0 can be mapped onto the plane y = 0. The
form of equation (3.1) is altered in the process only by multiplication of its principal part by another nonvanishing factor that can be divided out.

4. The fundamental solution.
adjoint equation
(4.1)

Jt[v]

In addition to (3.1) we shall also consider the

m vxx + vyy- (av)x - (bv)y + cv+(dv)t

= 0 a M [v] + (dv)t.

We define a function S of the form

(4.2)

S(x, y,t;è,

r,, t) m A(x, y,t;Ç, r,, r) log (1/r)+B(x, y,t;Ç, r¡, t),

with r=[(x—{)2 + (y-r¡)2]m, to be a fundamental solution of (3.1) if it satisfies the
following requirements :
Io S should satisfy Jt[S]=0 as a function of (x, y, t) and be analytic in its
arguments except at ?=t or r=0 where S has a singularity.
2° At the parameter point x=f, y=r¡ we require A = í/(í—t),
3° The functions A and B should be regular in x and y at r=0, but they have an
essential singularity in / at t=r.
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Note that the function S given as an example in (1.3) does satisfy the above
conditions.

5. The reflected fundamental solution. Corresponding to any fundamental
solution S of (3.1) we define a reflected fundamental solution S* (with respect to

y = 0) as follows : It has the form

(5.1) S*ix, y, t; ft r,, t) = A\x, y, t; ft v, t) log (l/r*) + B*(x,y, t; ft r¡, t),
with r* = [ix- Ç)2+ iy+r))2]112, and satisfies the requirements:
Io Jf[S*]=0 except at t=r or r*=0.

2° A*ix, 0, t; ft t,, t)s¿(*. 0, /; ft n, r).
3° ^4* and P* should be regular in a: and y at r*=0, but have an essential
singularity in / at t = t.
A reflected fundamental solution for the heat equation (1.2), for example, is the
function S* obtained from S by replacing r by r* everywhere in (1.3).
We postpone the actual construction of the functions S and S* for the general

equation (3.1) until §§9and 10.
6. The bilinear functional. We define
(6.1)

H[u,v]

= {ivux —uvx + auv) dy dt —ivuy —uvy + buv) dx dt—iduv) dx dy}

and assume u and v to be holomorphic. Since 8H[u, v]=0 we obtain

dH[u, v] = {vSC[u]- uJf[v]} dx dy dt.
Hence by Stokes' theorem

(6.2)

f {vá?[u]-uJ?[v)}dxdydt = í H[u,v].

Jd

JdD

Here D may be taken to be any three-dimensional chain contained in the sixdimensional region of analyticity and the cycle 3D is its two-dimensional boundary.
It follows from (6.2) that the bilinear functional

(6.3)

f H[u,v]

JdD

is independent of path in the following sense: Its value is the same for any two
cycles dD' and 3D" which are homologous in a region where u and v are analytic

solutions of J?[u]=^f[v]=0.
In the applications to follow the 2-cycle 3D in (6.3) will usually be the product
8D = 3Rxy of a 1-cycle 3R in the complex (x, j)-space and a 1-cycle y in the
complex r-plane.
7. The Cauchy functional. Let m be a holomorphic solution of J?[u] = 0 in a

neighborhood of the point (ft -q,t).
In place of i; we insert the fundamental solution S of §4 into the bilinear functional (6.3). We choose the cycle in (6.3) to be the product 8Rxy of a circle
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dR: r=ie,e>0
lying in the plane x-£=pure
imaginary, y—r¡ = pure imaginary,
and of a circle y. \t-r\-8,
8>0 lying in the complex /-plane. Note that dRxy
avoids the singularities of S. If dD is any other cycle homologous to dR x y in a
region where if [u] = 0, we have

(7.1)

f

JdRxy

H[u,S] = JdD
f H[u,S].

Now we compute the residue in (7.1) as the torus dRxy shrinks down to the
point (£, -n,t). On dR we have

x— i = ie cos 0,

dx = —ie sin 0 dB,

y-i) = ie sin 6,

dy = ie cos 0 dO.

Hence dxdy=0 there and
H[u, S] = (Sk* - uSx+auS) dy dt - (Suy- uSv+ buS) dx dt
= [Sus-uSe + i(a cos 8+b sin 6)uS]e dd dt.

Because of the form (4.2) of the fundamental solution we have
lim eS = 0,

lim eSe =-

«-»o

£->o

t —r

Therefore

Í

JdRxy

H[u,S] = lim<j>
lim f H[u,S].
1-0 Jy £->0 Jas

í-0

Jy

/ —T

= (2ni)2u(Ç, V, r).

Thus from (7.1) we obtain

(7.2)

M(^>T) = 7¿T2 f "t"'5!-

Equation (7.2) represents the solution u of -S?[w]=0 as a linear functional of its
Cauchy data on the two-dimensional cycle 3D. The representation (7.2) is valid, in
particular, for any dD that can be continuously deformed into the torus dRxy
without crossing the singularities of S.
If in the process of deforming dD we keep \t —r\ >0, then only the remaining
singularity where r=0 must be avoided. Since (x - $)2+(y- r¡)2- [(x-£) + i(y—-n)]
x [(x —i) —i(y—r¡)], the two-dimensional manifold along which r=0 consists of
those points (x,y) such that |jc—^| = |>-—ry| and arg (x-£)=arg
(y-r¡)±7rl2.
Hence any deformation of dD is allowed that keeps \x-i\¥=\y-v\
when (x-{)
and (y—T))are orthogonal.
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Let (ft 77,t) be a point in the real domain with 77> 0. Then the intersection of
r=0 with the plane y=0, t=r consists of the two points (^ ± /17,0, t) which bound

the segment p
p:{ix,y,t)\y-0,t-

r, Re{x-¿}

= 0, |Im{x-£}|

g 77}.

Now the object is to deform the path 8D in (7.2) until it forms a torus about p
and then to collapse it down onto p obtaining a representation

(7.3)

«(ft 77,t) = lim ¿p

f //[«, S]

for «(ft 77,t) as a residue. Equation (7.3) represents the solution u of -S?[m]=0 in
terms of its Cauchy data on the one-dimensional curve p.
The deformation is best visualized as follows: 8D = 8R x y is the product of our
circle y and a 1-cycle 8R lying in the plane Re {y--r¡} = Á, x—f = pure imaginary,

with - 77^ AS 0. We hold y fixed and vary A from 0 to - 77,stretching 8R in the
process so as to avoid the singularity at (*-£)= ±iiy-i}) = +/A. Then, with 8R
lying in the plane Re {y}= 0, we collapse 8R down around the slit

(7.4)

{ix, y) I y = 0, Re {x- $ = 0, |Im {*}| =S7,}.

The result (7.5) is a certain integral along (7.4) plus residues about each of the endpoints (f ± j'77,0).
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The term B in the fundamental solution drops out completely in the process
described above, since it is single-valued and regular at r=0. Due to our choice of
dD there is also no contribution from the dx dy term in H[u, S]. The only terms in
H[u, S] that can contribute to the residues at the points (i±ir¡, 0) are the ones
involving derivatives of log (1/r). They yield
ij.A(t-ir,,

0, t; £, r), T)u(è-ir], 0, t) + j. A(¿ + Ít), 0,f,£, r¡, r)u(è + h, 0, i)} dt.

There is a net contribution along (7.4) only because the logarithm in S is multiplevalued. It is simply 2m (the increment in the logarithm) times the integral along
(7.4) of the coefficient of log r2 in H[u, S]. Thus the final result is

^-. f H[u, S] = Res H[u, S]
¿"t JdR

as-siit

= Iji *(*-*>>
0>r>t'*»rMt-h, 0.0
+ j. A(è+it], 0, t; f, v, T)u(e+ir¡,0, 0

+Ji f [A^+h>°>'' *>'»T>y(t+ia>
°>t)-(Ay-bA)u]da\ dt
= I[u, A] dt.
Hence from (7.2) we have

(7.5)

=^-.(f
Res H[u,S]
¿7rl Jr a«-slit
= èiiI[u>A]dt-

As a final step we may also compute the residue as y shrinks to a point. Since A
has an essential singularity in r at / = t, the result of that calculation will involve an
infinite series. The Laurent expansion of A has the form (cf. §9)

A = 2 AJKt-r)-'-1.
i =o

Since

I[u,A]= Zl^AtiKt-r)-'-!,
i =o

we obtain

(7.6)

u(Í,r,,r)=

2jp/[«,4].
j = 0OT
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8. The reflection functional. Let « be a holomorphic solution of if[t/]=0 in a
neighborhood of some portion of the plane y = 0 and let u satisfy the boundary
condition (3.2). Then the representation

(7.5) assumes the simpler form

(8.1) «(ft 77,r) = JL £ /^ J"" Ai(+h, 0, t; ft 77,T^ii+kr, 0, t) daj dt.
Now we insert the reflected fundamental solution S* into the bilinear functional
(6.3) and perform exactly the same residue computation that lead to (7.5). As
before the term P* drops out completely. Due to the boundary condition (3.2) all
the terms involving « also drop out. Moreover the increments in log r2 and log r*a
around the points (£ ± 177,0) have opposite signs. Thus everything is just the same as
before except for a change of sign. Hence we obtain

jX*
¡ H[u,S*]= J-.
<f-L f H[u,S*]
i2tti)2JsD2tnJy2mJiR
= ^-. <f Res H[u,S*]
¿m Jr ««-silt

= 2¡ri$r\-2sF A*i(+h,0,t;i,7¡, r)uU+h,0,t)do\ dt.
Since A=A* at j=0 this means we actually have

(8-2)

K(ft*?,r)= -7=1™ f H[u,S*].

The representation (8.2) of «(ft 77,t) in terms of the reflected fundamental
solution S* has an advantage over (7.2) in that the singularities of S* along r*=0
bend back from the points (| ± i'77,0) and intersect the real domain at the point

(ft —77).Therefore we may deform the path of integration 3D* in (8.2) back towards the real domain on the far side of the reflecting surface y=0.
There are two different cases which can occur. The reason for these is discussed

in §10.
The first case is that in which the reflected fundamental solution S* exists and
satisfies the requirements of §5 throughout the whole triangular "wedge" bounded
by r*=0 and y=0. In that case the cycle 3D* may be deformed, by a process which
is essentially the reverse of that of §7, all the way back to form a torus about the
image point (ft —77,t). Then by taking the residue as the torus shrinks to a point,
one obtains a reflection formula involving data just at the image point (ft —77,t).
For example if (3.1) is the heat equation or, more generally, if the coefficients in (3.1)
are even functions of y, that is precisely what happens. The reflection law obtained
in that case is simply

(8.3)

«(ftr7,r)=

-«(ft-77,T).

The second case is that in which the reflected fundamental solution 5* exists and
satisfies the requirements of §5 only in the two triangular " wedges " bounded by
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Re{.r)= f, lmM=0,

i= r

r*=0, y=0, and Re {y} = - |Im{ x}\. Then 8D* may be deformed back only as far
as Re {y} = - |Im {x}\. We may thus collapse dD* down around the set q*

q* : {(x,y, t) | -n/2 S Re {>;}g 0, Im {j} = 0,
Re {x} = £ Im {x} = ± Re {j}, í = t}.
The resulting residue we denote symbolically by

(8.4)

u(i,y,r)= - lim i

f

H[u,S*].

Equation (8.4) represents u(£, r¡, t) in terms of Cauchy data along q*. This
Cauchy data can, in turn, be expressed in terms of data in the real domain along q

q: {(x,y, t) | -r, Z y ^ 0, x = f, t = t}
by solving auxiliary Cauchy problems. Indeed the domain of dependence associated
with a point Q on q* is a triangle which cuts a segment out of q. Let S be the
fundamental solution with parameter point at Q. Then from (7.2) we have

(8.5)

W(0)= ¿?J>[U'S]-
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We denote symbolically by

(8.6)

u(Q)= lim p¿™ f H[u,S]

the residue obtained from (8.5) when 8D is shrunk down around the relevant
segment of q. Combining (8.4) and (8.6) the final reflection formula is the iterated

residue

(8.7)

«(¿,i>,t)= - lim lim^

f f H[H[u,S],S*].

dD'->q' BD-»qKA™) JdD* JdD

Observe that (8.7) expresses u(Ç, y¡, r) solely in terms of data along the onedimensional segment q. Moreover, it is clear from our discussion of the Cauchy
functional in §7 that the segment q in (8.7) can be replaced by any path extending

from the image point to the reflecting surface.
The second case described above is the more usual one (cf. §10). The occurrence
of the first case is an example of an Huygens' principle for reflection which happens
only in certain special situations. Note that even when the first case does occur, the
reflection functional may still involve an infinite number of /-derivatives of u at the
image point because of the essential singularity in the reflected fundamental
solution. When u is independent of / equation (8.7) reduces to an explicit representation for Lewy's terminal functional [10].

9. Construction of 5.
transformations

(9 1}

It is convenient to make the nonsingular complex linear

z = x+iy,
z* = x-iy,

£ = f+iv,
l* = f-z'17,

on the space variables. Then equation (4.1) can be rewritten in the form
(9.2)

Jt[v] s Vzi.+ avs+ßvz. + yv + (8v)t = 0 = M[v] + (Sv)t

where a= -(a + ib)/4, ß= -(a-ib)/4,
y = (c-ax-by)/4
and S = d/4. For convenience we shall often use the same symbols S,A,B, etc. to denote the new functions of
z, z*, /, £, £*, and t obtained from the original ones by means of the linear transformations (9.1). Note that, in terms of the new variables, r2 = (z-£)(z*-£*)
and
r*2 = (z-ï.*)(z*-0.

Upon substituting the form (4.2) of 5 into (9.2) we find

(9.3)

Jt[S] = Jt[A]log\-2^M-2^±^-+Jt[B]

= 0.

Since A and B are to be regular at z = £ and z* = £*, and since the multiple-valued
singularity of the logarithm cannot be cancelled solely by poles, its coefficient

(9.4)

Jt[A] m 0
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must vanish. In order to cancel the poles at z=£ and z* = £* we impose

[8/3z+ßiz, £*, t)]Aiz, £*, , ; ft £*, r) - 0,

[8/8z*+ a(ft z*, /)]^(ft z*, r; ft £*, r) = 0.
If we can find A satisfying (9.4) and (9.5), then J([S]=Q can be achieved by choosing B to be any solution of the inhomogeneous equation

(9.6)

JK[B] = 2 ^¿p

+ 2 ^±^

m fiz, z*, t; ft {*, r).

First we expand A in a series

(9.7)

Aiz,z*, t; ft I*, t) = 2 ^/z, z*, r; ft {*)/!(*-r)-'"1
3=0

with coefficients A¡ that are regular in t. The requirement 2° of §4 imposes

¿KÍ,Î*. '; î. H * 0,

7=1,2,....

In order that (9.5) be satisfied it suffices to impose the same condition

[8/8z+ßiz, £*, t)\Aüz, I*, t; ft {*) = 0,

[3/3z*+ ail, z*, 0MXÏ.**,»;C £*)= o,
for y=0, 1, 2,... on the coefficients of A. Equations (9.9) constitute a system of
ordinary differential equations in which the variable t occurs only as a parameter.
Taking note of the initial conditions (9.8), we solve them to obtain

Aoiz,Ç*,t; ft £*)= / exp{-J" fta, £*,f) ¿a},
(9.10)

^

Z*' '; C' **> = 'exp {"£

Ajz,t*,t;i,lt*)m0,

¿í/ftz*,r;ft£*)

a(i' CT'l) da}'

y =1,2,...,

= 0,

y=l,2,....

Next we substitute the series (9.7) into (9.4) and obtain

Jt\A\ = ^oKi-r)-1*

J {^[AJ-SAi-Jjlit-r)-*-1
í=i

= 0.

The various powers of (r —t)-1 must vanish, giving us

(9.11)

Jt[A0] = 0, Ji\A,\ = SA,-u

y = 1,2,-

Equations (9.11), together with (9.10), form an infinite recursive sequence of
analytic characteristic initial value problems. Observe that the initial values (9.10)
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are prescribed along the complex characteristic "wedge" r=0 which, in the real
domain, appears as the line x=£, y=r\. When the coefficients in (3.1) are independent of t, then so are the A¡, and (9.11), (9.10) collapse to a system of elliptic
complex characteristic initial value problems in which Jt is replaced by the elliptic
operator M.
Finally we expand B in a series

(9.12)

B(z, z\ t; $, e, r) = 2 Bj(z,z*, f; £, £•)/!(»-r)"'-»
1= 0

similar to (9.7). Substituting (9.12) into (9.6) and equating coefficients we obtain

Jt[B0] = 2{(A0,+ßA0)l(z*-l*) + (A0z,+ aA0)l(z-l)},

Jt[B,] = 8Bj^ + 2{(Ah+ßA,)/(z*-n + (Ai!.+ aAj)l(z-0},
fory'=l, 2,.... Observe that by construction the inhomogeneous terms in (9.13)
are regular at r=0. To obtain unique solutions B¡ to (9.13) some initial conditions
must be imposed. One might, for example, require that the B¡ vanish along r=0.
As a specific example of the procedure described above, consider the heat
equation (1.2). The adjoint equation is
(9.14)

Jt[v] = vxx+Vyy + vt = 0.

In that case we find

A, = i(z- lY(z*- £*)>/[0'!)24>],j = 0, 1, 2,...
and the convenient choice of zero initial conditions for the B, yields
y.(Z_£)í(Z*_£*)í

B0 = 0, Bj = / -—(-i^f-i-'

J = 1.2,...

where

y,-

1 + 1/2+1/3+.-.+1/./.

Hence for the heat equation our fundamental solution is

(9.15) S(x,y,t;{,v,r)

=^

exp {^}

logU^

|j{4^}'>

which is the same as (1.3).
Note that in the above example (9.15) the infinite series expansions (9.7) and
(9.12) for A and B converge because of the factors (J!)2 that appear in the denominators of the expressions for A,- and B¡. Such factors will also occur in the
general case since the solutions of (9.11) or (9.13) involve the iteration of a Volterra
operator which involves essentially two integrations.

10. Construction of S*. The method for constructing the reflected fundamental
solution S* is similar to that for 5.
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When the form (5.1) of S* is substituted into (9.2) we find

do i)

^[S*] = ^[Ä*] log l/r*-2(A?+PA*Mz*-Q
-2iA*.+aA*)/iz-Z*)+Jt[B*]

= 0.

Thus, as in §9, we impose

(10.2)

J?[A*] = 0,

(103)

[d/3z+ßiz,ft t)]A*iz,ft t; ft £*,r) = 0,
[a/é>z*+«(£*,
z*, 0W*(£*,2*; C,C*.r) = o,

and determine B* by solving an inhomogeneous equation analogous to (9.6). Since
the reflecting surface j=0 corresponds to z=z* in the new variables, we must also
impose the condition

(10.4)

A*iz, z, t; ft £*, r) = ¿(r, z, f; ft {*, r).

We expand A* in a series

(10.5)

^t* = £ ¿f/Kr-r)-'-1
i =o

of the same type as that for A and, as before, we are lead to the system of equations

(10.6)

JT[At] = 0, Jt[Af\ = SAf.u

7=1,2,....

The conditions (10.3) and (10.4) on A* imply corresponding conditions on the
coefficients Af. Here the requirement (10.4) imposes

(10.7)

Afiz, z, t; ft £*) = Ajz, z, t; ft £*)

and these relations replace (9.8) as the set of initial conditions for the system of
ordinary differential equations (10.3). Integrating (10.3) we obtain, for7=0,1,2,...,

Afiz,ft t; ft £*)= 4«. ft t; ft £•)exp{- f j8(a,
ft f)</<x},
(10.8)

AfiC*,z*, t; ft {*) = Atf*, {*, t; ft £*)exp {-£'

«(£*,a, /) ¿a}-

Thus the ^4f are to be found as solutions of (10.6) which satisfy not only the
initial conditions (10.7) along the analytic extension z=z* of the reflecting surface
but also the initial conditions (10.8) along the reflected characteristic r* = 0. Once
the Af have been found, the coefficients Bf in the expansion

(10.9)

B* = 2 Btflit-T)-'-*
i =0

are to be determined so as to make J([S*\=0

similar to (9.13).

by solving inhomogeneous equations
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It is instructive to interpret (10.6), (10.7), (10.8) in the domain of Im{y} =
Re {x—f}=0. For convenience we set v=Re {y}, ft=Im {x}. Then the characteristic r* =0 becomes
(10.10)

/x2 = (v+r¡)2.

Thus (10.8) assigns data along the "wedge" (10.10), and (10.7) assigns data along
the strip

(10.11)

v = 0,

-yÁpÚ-n,

cut out by that wedge. Hence, in this p., v, /-space, we are dealing with a sequence
of Goursat-like problems. In fact, using the Cauchy-Riemann equations, we can
replace the vxx+vyy term in (4.1) by vvv—vuu.Then (4.1) assumes the form

(10.12)

vvv—vltlt+{lower order terms} = 0

of an equation with the wave operator as its principal part. When the coefficients
in (3.1) are independent of /, so are the A¡ and hence also the Af. Therefore, in that
case, the derivative with respect to / may be deleted from (10.12) and then (10.6),
(10.7), (10.8) collapse precisely to a sequence of hyperbolic Goursat problems.
The special case mentioned above shows that, in general, we can expect the
reflected fundamental solution 5* to exist only in the two wedges bounded by

(10.10), (10.11), and the central characteristic
(10.13)

p.2 = v2.

Indeed, in order to construct S* we must have both (10.2) and (10.3) satisfied.
But the Goursat problems for (10.12) only allow us to assign the data (10.8)
along the portion of the characteristic (10.10) between its intersection with (10.11)
and (10.13). If we try to impose (10.8) farther along (10.10), we are led to a problem
with overdetermined data that may not be solvable. If, on the other hand, we
impose (10.2) in the entire region between (10.10) and (10.13) the conditions (10.3)
may not be fulfilled and it may not be possible to solve the inhomogeneous equations for B*. Thus past the intersection of (10.10) and (10.13) A* may be multiplevalued since it has two determinations obtained by solving characteristic initial
value problems : one comes from prescribing data along the central characteristic
(10.13) and the other comes from prescribing the data (10.8) along one half of
(10.10) past (10.13) together with data prescribed along the corresponding half

of (10.11).
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